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"A man who lives, not by
t he loves, but what hel
tes, is a sick man.
I
Archibald MacLeish

"Peace cannot be kept by '
force. It can only be achieved
by understanding."
Albert Einstein

I
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Loehning, Lichtenstein Comments
On ·Need for 3 V.P.'s
by Joe Oliva

Student President Loehning

President-elect Lichtenstein

A proposed constitutional
amendment establishing three
Vice-presidential positions within
the structure of the Student
Organization , will be the subject
of a referendum to be decided by
the student body in the upcoming
Student Organization elections on
Thur sd ay, April 16. The
amendment, as proposed by
Student Organization President
William Loehning
creates a
Vice-president of Administrative
Affairs, a Vice-presi dent of
Student Affairs, an d a
Vice-president in charge of
Planning an d Development.
In an interview with the
"Independent" on Tuesday , Mr.
1Loehning state d, "I feel that the
student body has expanded to the
point where the present
committee system is inadequate

Weiss Sees Environment
As Top N.S.C. Priority
By MauNn E. Higgins
training for governmental or
ln coniunction with planned industrial occupation within the

at either the
national level.

college or the

April 26th observances of Earth area of ecology . Such a program

President Weiss also believes

would be interdisciplinary in that
it necessitates cooperation within
the fields of: earth sciences,
biology and political science .
"The problem of
environmental preservation is so
important," stressed President
Weiss ," that the whole college
community must be involved; this
is not a time for aprtisan politics"

that the state colleges have been
dificient in availing themselves of
the assistance of government
agencies. "We can't hope to solve
all of our vital problems by
ourselves," said the President,"
and we can profit a great deal
from the expertise, resources, and
personnel which are available

Day, President Nathan Weiss has
stated that we now "must face the
important question of what role
an institution should play in
helping to preserve the
environment." This suggests a
multi-faceted delemma involving
consideration of the natural
environment, pollutants, traffic
congestion, and the college's
responsibility to work toward
rectifying these problems.
Earth Day observances at
Newark State College will be
airmed toward cleaning up and
improving the local campus
environment. Cooperative efforts
.. of trustees, administrators, faculty
members, and students will
encourage planting and cleanup
activities, and ecological and
special Earth Day programs are
being planned by committee
chairman Ken Wilson.
It seems obvious, however,
that, regardless of how · avidly
N.S.C. supports Earth Day, this
will not be enough ; Earth Day, at
most, can serve as the college's
initial step toward fulfilling its
responsibility of environmental
improvement.
Dr. Weiss already has proposed
the establishemnt of an
environmental studies program at
the co,llege. In order for this to
·become a reality , the proposal
must be a pproved by the
Department of Higher Education ,
and, labs, money, and equipment
must be provided. President Weiss
believes that such an
environmental studies curriculum
would not only educate students
concerning methods of
environmental improvement and
preservation , but , also provide

(Continued on Page 9)

President Elect Announce:s
Student Committee
by Joe Oliva

A new Student Committee on
Faculty Affairs designed in part to
mirror the Faculty Committee ·on
Student Affairs was announced
Tuesday April 7 by Student
Organization President-elect David
S. Lichtenstein.
The proposal stated: "The
Student Committee on Faculty
Affairs will be composed of three
sub-committees; the Retention
Tenure Promotion Committee,
the Curriculum Co-ordination
Committee and Course Evaluation
Committee. It will hold a two-fold
purpose :
I.

T o advise the Student
Organization Executive Board
in matters involving Faculty
life on Campus ; to help
formulate student policy
concerning faculty discipline
problems , faculty activities
health services, and counseling
on the general on-campus
activity of Faculty.
2. To periodically review the
academic proficiency of each
faculty member at Newark
State College, and eventually

establish a running academic
file thereof, including;
(I) General Course
Evaluation Sheet
( 2) Departmental
Evaluation Sheet
(3) Academic Background
(when Available)
( 4) Grievance Record
NOTE: S.ocial, Economic, and
Political factors will NOT be
(Continued on Page 10)

to handle the business of Student than one man to fulfill them. The
Organization, which is now a question is just a matter of
corporation worth $30,000.00. whether or not we want to add
TI1ere is a definite need at this two new positions to the Student .
time to put high level student Organization or work through the
officers at the head of the existing committee system ie the
different departments of the student chairman of the Student
student government. I feel that Organization committees doing
the creation of three the jobs of the proposed
Vice-presidential positions will Vice-presidents. Precedent has
help to create a more efficient and shown that in the past the
relevant Student Organization." committee system has failed,
David Lichtenstein, The however, I feel that my
Student Organization administration can make it
President-elect also had a function properly. Under any
comment on the referendum. He circumstances the necessary jobs
remarked that, " As the college will be fulfilled next year and I
expands the job requirements of 'feel the students should decide if
the three vice-presidents must be they
want two new
fulfilled , and it will take more Vice-presidents."

Committee Forming
Campus Drug Policy
By Dianne Arminio

What is the drug policy on this
campus? The Dean of Students,
Edwin Williams, began to find out
what it should be in December
I 969.

As

of

yet,

the

sub-committee of the student
personnel department formed by
Dean Williams, has not been able
to come up with a consensus of
what the policy is to be. However,
generally, the committee hopes to
form one which will educate the
community and not be one of a
punitive nature.
The Dean of Students personal
stand concerning NSC's drug
policy is "any student
apprehended using marijuana is to
be referred to our health services
or counseling services; it is not my
role to tum a student over to the
police. We should deal with
rehabilitation right here on
campus."
A seminar conducted by Stan
Einstein, Ph.D. of the department
of public health and prevention
medicine at NJ College of
Medicine and Dentistry is being
offered to thirty faculty
participants and a limited number
of students. The series of eight 90

minute workshops beginning
today during the college free
hour, continuing until May 28th,
has been set-up because of the

realization among
, ,,,_e__""
personnel and students that what

is now available (in terms of
courses, NSC offers one, Alcohol
and Narcotics Education) is not
adequate.
Another phase of drug
education on campus is the
Encounter. Delores Lewis, a
participant at the weekly Monday
night sessions says of them , "At
the start, we were concerned with
drugs "per se," now we are
opening up. We discuss why we
avoid drugs , how drugs affect us
or how they have not affected us.
The Encounter is a small
group ; it effects those only that
are there. If more were involved it
would prove to be a deeper
experience."
When questioned on the
possibility of Narco Agents on
campus Dean Williams strongly
stated, "We take a number of
steps to deal with our community
ourselves. We do not need outside
forces. If they are here it is
without my official sanction."

Student Council Candidates Announced
Elections for Student Council
Representatives will be held next
Thursday, April 16th in the
College Center.
Vieing for the fifteen posts to
represent the Class of 1971 are:
Thomas Belz, Butch Boyle, Ray
Dinovi, Ralph Donofrio, Robert
Gianotti, Steve Glickman, Thomas
Hanlon, Lou Ann Hielscher,
Lorraine Hill, Edward Kelley,
James Marino, Ken May, Don
Merce, Paul Mosca, Michael
Naparauno, John Nemeth, Tom
O'Donnell, Kathy Renaud , Tony

Sa , Phillip Seardelli, Mike Stewart, John Todd , Steve Wance,
Splendorio, Dave Walsh, Steve Ken Wilson, Mark Worsilio, Ron
Waxman, Dennis Whitley, Peter · Yaren , Bob Young, and Joseph P.
Zagorski
Zanias, and John Zisko.
Candid.ates for the 8 posts in
In contention for the 12 seats the Class of-J973 include: Curtis
in the Class of 1972 are: Joel Balnicki, • Steve Band, Elliot
Albert, Dianne Arminio , Joseph Bernstein, Bill Bruno, Peggy
Cioce, Bruce Davis, Gary De Coyle, Sue Cringoli, John De
Carlis, Mark Durma, William Craig Wart, John Gary, Marcial Garlitos,
Eggiman, Ron Franklin, Jill Merrie Dale Gordon, Ruth
Gaynor, Jim Harrison, Brian Hickman, Rick Linken , Stephanie
Kenney, Larry Langlois, Jim Modolo, Lynn Pakuil, Miriam
Mason, John Osepchuck, Ron Rodriguez, Robert E. Szeles,
Riley , Robert Rogers, Mark Sandra B. Walcsak, Carol Wander,
Russell, Bernade.t te Schierer, Sally and Linda Joyce Wolf.
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April 13-15 Why? Massive Anti-War Demonstration
A I etter from the Vietnam
Moratorium Committee

Last fall the peace movement
held large rallies, demonstrations,
and marches. The function of
these activities was to
communicate to the
Administration and to the nation
the breadth of anti-war sentiment.
The purpose and intent of the
mid-April activities is quite
different. It is not to produce
millions of people for the
President and the public to count
but rather to make it clear to the
American people that high taxes
and rising prices are directly
related to excessive military
spending and to the continuation
of the war in Vietnam.
We hope to make it clear that
taxpayers' dollars do not go
primarily to support people on
welfare, as is sometimes
mistakenly assumed. Rather, in
fiscal year 1969, more than 70%
of the federal budget was
allocated to war related expenses
- of that amoung, 53% went to
current military expen ditures
while 19% went directly to the
war in Vietnam.
Nor is inflation caused by
spen ding on HEW, as the
President asserts . Only 14% of the
federal budget goes to HEW. The
current inflationary spiral was set
off by the escalation of the war ,
which caused defense spending to
rise from 50 billion dollars in
l 965 to 80 bill ion dollars in 1969 .
It i-s this spending that made reaJ
wages, in terms of buying power ,

decrease from 1965 to the
present.
We hope to begin on April
15th to make clear to the
American people that the
economic dislocation which
punishes nearly everyone will not
subside until the war is ended.
We will fast for peace during
April 13-I 5 for two reasons. The
first is to demonstrate our moral
opposition to the continuing and
expanding war. The second is
directly related to the April 15th
Taxpayers' Rallies. Because the
government ·spends 201 million
dollars a day on war and the
weapons of war, we are ·asking
people not to eat for three days
and to sen d the money saved
while not eating to aid the victims
of the war. Proceeds from the
Peace Fast Fund will go to the
American Friends Service
Committee Vietnam Relief
Program, the National Welfare
Rights Organization , and the
United Farm Workers of America.
The Fast represents our
commitment to improve the
quality of our common life and to
alleviate human suffering.
The Fast will focus on
campuses and among groups of
religious people. Many students
will be making arrangements with
university food services to turn
over money saved by not eating to
the Moratorium for distribution
to the Vietnam relief agency and
poverty groups. Some fasting
students are intending to come to
dinging haJJs at meal times to
dramatize the Fast.

Planned for Newark

New Jersey's anti•war forces
are planning to gather in
downtown Newark on April 15
for what will probably be the
largest anti-war demonstration in
the state's history. The series of
activities is being jointly
co-ordinate d by the New
Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam, New Jersey
Sane, Student Mobilization
Committee and Newark
Moratorium Committee, and is in
conjunction with national
moratorium observation on April
15.
Besides underlining the
demands for immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. Troops
from South East Asia, the
national anti-war leaders are
billing the day's demonstration as
a state-wide protest the use of
citizen's tax dollars to escalate the
government's war efforts. April 15
is national tax day, a day on
which millions of American tax
payers will file their income tax
returns. It is significant, therefore,
because the peace movement has
begun to recognize that in order
to correct social ills in America,
we must begin to redirect tax
dollars to America's core cities.
The Newark demonstrations
will initially focus on the
downtown campus of Rutgers
University with a rally beginning
at 12:00, which will include a
speech by Chicago conspiracy
lawyer Leonard I. Weinglass, plus
entertainment provided by rock
groups Black Forest Rhoades,

Townsend Lecture Series
Psychologist, Author
Rollo May To Speak April 14

Dr. Rollo May, psychologist, author, lecturer to give final 1970
Townsend lecture April 14th.

David Peel and the Lower East
Side and the entire cast of the
off-Broadway show "STOMP".
Beginning at 3:00, college and
high school students will converge
on Military Park for the first of
two major rallies. The 3:00 rally
will consist of speakers from the
Young Lords Organization in
Newark, the Young Patriots from
New York City plus other radical
speakers and rock and gorilla
theatre groups. At 5:00 the main
rally is scheduled to begin.
Speakers will include Ken Gibson,
Newark mayorial candidate from
the Black and Puerto Rican
convention, Assemblyman George
Richardson, Joel Jacobson from
United Auto Workers, Harold
Morrison, President of the Newark
local of International Union of
Electrical Workers and several
other local and community
leaders.
The New Jersey Mobilization
Committee is also in contact with
several nationally prominent
figures. However, the leaders of
the demonstration are holding
back announcements until
confirmations are made by the

several individuals to whom they
have been speaking. The
demonstration will also include
entertainment by folk singer,
Barbara Dane and several other
performers.
Groups planning local
demonstrations in communities
and colleges are urged to join the
Military Park rally after their own
activities are over.
A spokesman for the Newark
Moratorium Committee, in
explaining the purposes behind
the demonstration pointed out
that for the first time the April
anti-war demonstrations are
emphasizing action in 30 target
cities throughout the United
States. The demonstrations have
traditionally been held in New
York City and San Francisco.
"However this year we feel the
need to build strong local anti-war
movements in order to direct the
anti-war sentiments to local
problems directly related to the
war, thus making the movement
broader by including Blacks, inner
city poor, welfare mothers and
workers. This is why Newark was
chosen."

Schedule of Events
Date

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 4/12
Event
Place

SUNDAY, APRIL 12TH
2:30-4:30
Black Students Variety Show
7 :45 P.M .

CCB Film: Marat de Sade

Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Theatre for
Per£. Atts

MONDAY , APRIL 13TH

I :40-4:00
I :404:00
5 :00-7:00
4:30-8 :00
6:00-7:30
7:00-9:00
7:00-10 :00

Alumni Lounge
Counseling Services Meeting
Senate Executive Comm. Meeting Senate Office
Downs
Encounter Group Meeting
Formal Lounge
Little Theatre
English Dept. Lecture James T. Farrell
Freshman Class Congress Meeting T.V. Lounge
English Dept. Reception
Sloan Lounge
lFSC Meeting
Hex Room

TUESDAY, APRIL 14TH
Alumni Lounge
I 0 :5 0-12: 15 Counseling Services Meeting
Downs-Meeting Room
11 :30-2:00
Graduate Coordinators Meeting
By Sharon La Vigne
I :40-2:55
Townsend Lecture-Dr. Rollo May Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Dr. Rollo May, leading
Willis 100
psychologist and current author 1:40-2 :55
Earth Day Committee Meeting
Willis 101
of the best-seller "Love and Will ," l :40-2:55
Dean Selection Committee
Little Theatre
will be the featured lecturer at 1:40-2:55
CCB Film: Flash Gordon Series
Hex Room
Newark State College, Union , for 5 :00-10:00
Nu Theta Chi Meeting
T.V. Lounge
the final program in the 1970 6:00-10:00
Sigma Beta Chi Meeting
Downs-Meeting Room
Townsend Lecture Series. Dr. May 6:30-10:00
Omega Sigma Psi Meeting
Alumni Lounge
will be on the Union campus on 7 :00-10:00
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
April 14 , and will deliver his 8:00-10:00
Ed. Dept. Lecture and Reception Little Theatre
Sloan Lounge
lecture at l :40 p.m. in the
Theater for the Performing Arts. WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15TH
Downs-Meeting Room :
Counseling Services Meeting
A prolific writer, he has been 11 :30-2:00
Downs-Fae.
Faculty Staff Buffet
the author of several best-selling I 1 :30-2:00
Din.Rm.
works . Among them are : "The
Downs
Sensitivity
Session
6:00-9:00
Meaning of Anxiety," "Mans
Formal Lounge
Search for Himself," "Psychology
Sloan
Lounge
Nu
Theta
Chi
Alumni
Social
6:00-10:00
and the Human Dilemna," "The
Little Theatre
American
Welding
6:30-10:00
Art of Counseling," "Existence: A
Society Meeting
New Dimension in Psychiatry and
Psychology," and "Symbolism in THURSDAY, APRIL 16TH
Religion and Literature ," Dr. May
Downs
Consortium Committee Meeting
is a fellow of the American 11 :00-3:00
Meet Rm A
Psychological Association, a
Willis
100 _
Kappa
Delta
Pi
Meeting
member of the Board of Trustees I :40-2:55
Little Theatre
Earth
Day
Committee
Film
1:40-2
:55
of the American Foundation for
Downs
Graduate Student Assn. Meeting
Mental Health and a member of 6:00-10:00
Meet Rm B
the Board of Directors of the
Theatre
for
College
Band
Concert
Manhattan Society of Mental 8:30-11:30
Perf. Arts
Health.
Dr. May will be the guest of FRIDAY, APRIL 17TH
Little Theatre
Classroom Renaissance
the Townsend Lecture Board at a 9 :00-2 :30
luncheon, and a reception will SATURDAY, APRIL 18TH
Theatre for
College Center Board Concert:
follow his presentation. The 8:00 P.M.
Perf. Arts
Phil
Ochs
and
Orpheus
public is invited to attend.
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Student Teaching Turns
To Sensitivity Training
by Betty Wetzler
In past years, Newark State has
given its seniors the opportunjty
of enrolling volunteerily in a
student teaching orientation
program the summer before their
senior year. Dr. Robert Chasnoff
an d Miss Marie Sainz headed the
six week program this past
summer which gave participants
basic experience with stu dent
teaching before fall or spring
semester.
Prospects for the continuation
of this summer program, however,
seem very slight due to cut backs
in the federal funds which sponsor
it. Mr. Joseph Vitale, director of
student teaching and placement at
Newark State , and in charge of
recruiting students for the
program , expressed regret at its
uncertain future , "I hope that the
government sees fit to fund this
program. I have never seen a
student come back from South
Brunswick who wasn't truly
confident and enthusiastic."
The student participants , called
"interns," worked with South
Brunswick teachers for the first
two weeks. These two weeks of
"sensitivity-training" enabled the
students to interact with, gain
personal confi dence, and foster

N.J.E. A. Supports Bill to Give
Right To Strike To Teachers

TRENTON - The Working
mu tual t rust with the teachers
they woul d be working with for Conditions Committee of the New
J ersey Education Assn. is urging
the next fo ur weeks.
The followi ng four weeks passage of a State Assembly bill
yielded experience in classroom that wo uld give teachers the right
laboratories. The interns and the to strike. Doing so, said the
teachers worked directly with 65 , 000-mem b er teac h er
pupils in summer school sessions. organization, wo uld be "an act of
The students actively taught in justice" that might reduce the
various size groups, determine number of school strikes in the
daily goals, objectives. and plan state.
sessions for their pupils.
"At present, school boards can
Periodically through the six refuse to negotiate in good faith ,
weeks program, written and oral can renege on promises, and can
evaluations were made in the even taunt teachers into a work
terms of personal and professional stoppage," said committee
growth student envolvement in chairman Robert L. Sharp of
the program, and teacher-in tern Bridgeton High School. "Even
when a school board deliberately
relationships.
Students involved in this provokes a strike. the courts turn
student teaching orientation only on the teachers and punish
program in South Brunswick over them with fines and/or
the summer could continue lo imprisonment."
The bill , A-8 J 0 , would give
student teach in South Brunswick
"the
right of collective bargaining
during their senior year to fulfill
their requirements. Course work and the right to joint or concerted
and student teaching are economic action in support
incorporated throughout the thereof' to all public employees
except those working for the
entire semester.
Students involved with this State Government.
"This would be an act of
summer session viewed it as "a
very beneficial and stimulation" si mp I e ju st ice," Sharp said.
and "beautiful" experience. They "Moreover, if teachers possessed
go into their student teaching this right, school boards would
with confidence and excitemen t. lose their one-sided lega l club a_nd

To Save

Our Earth

• • •

E.E.C.C. HAS PREPARED
THIS CALENDAR OF
EVENTS SO THAT THE

Date Time Event

Location

APRI L

N.S.C. COMMUNITY CAN
LEARN ABOUT THE

CRISIS
IN OUR

ENVIRONMENT

11
14
16
21

22

all
N.J. Academy of Science
Montclair
day Sir Gaylord Nelson
State
1:40 Film: "Who Ki lled Lake Erie"
W 100
Mrs. Kelland
1:40 Drama program: details to
Littl e
be announced
Theatre
1:40 Films: "The Pond and the Cit y"
W 100
and "House of Man - Our Crowded
Environment"
all
NATIONAL EARTH DAY - please subm it
day ideas for activities to the EECC
office in the Student Org. Offi ce

For further information :

Environmentaf 5t
Education
udent
Coordinating
Org. Office
289 -45SO
Committee
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK , an essentia l work
in the environmenta l crisis is now availabl e for $.95 at our
Student Organization desk or in the hallway of the Student
Center Building.

wou ld be forced to face their
obligation to negotiate with
employees in good faith."
Penalizing striking individ uals
an d organizatio n s has not
preve n ted strikes by public
employees, Sharp noted. Under
the status quo, employing boards
can ignore legitimate proposa ls of
public employees. Some even turn
their backs on mediators provided
by the State a n d reject
settlements recommended by
State fact-finders.
Sharp accused school boards of
putting too much reliance on their
power to obtain injunctions.
Some pay no attention to the
frustrations building up among
teachers, he said , but dare
teachers to try concerted action,
believing that the courts will have
to take the school board' s side
and throw the teachers in jail.
The committee took its action
by endorsing a policy of the
National Education Assn.
recognizing that "teachers may

What!

have no choice bu t to resort to a
withdrawal of services" in crisis
situations, and urging "repeal of
state l aws that prohibit
withdrawal of services."
The NJ EA committee further
voted to "endorse efforts by New
Jersey legislators to strengthen
collective negotiations by making
teacher withdrawal of services
legal."
Included on the committee are
a school social worker, a college
dean, a teacher at a state
institution, and both elementary
and secondary classroom teachers.
The committee's vote was
unanimou s.
The legislation is sponsored by
Assemblymen Peter P. Garibaldi
of Jamesburg, Frank R. Conwell
of Jersey City, Herbert J.
Heilmann o f Union, Charles J.
Irwin of Westfield, Herbert H.
Kiehn of Rahway , Christopher J.
Jackman of West New York , and
Donald Macrae of Laurence
Harbor .

Ed Naha

N.J. Society Exists?
by Ed Naha
I'm sure al most everybody, for
one reason or anothe r, wades
th rough the incredibl e pil e of

and Elsa Lanchester hit it off in
" Bride of Frankenstein."
Th e rest of the section shows
the newest fashions available or

new spapers
fo und a round th e
ho use o n S undays. It seem s as if

wh at l o wear to l'afu-M.a.~"-Sometimes th ere are exciting

papers throughou t the country
save up all the trivial poop from
the entire week and the n release it
in a big bonanza on Sundays.
Probably the funnie st th ing
I've ever fo und in this rrul age of
mutated tree bark appears in one
large New Jersey paper. 1t's an
enti re section devoted to the
doings of New Jersey society. One
thing that strikes my funny bone
is that first, they are assuming
that New Jersey HAS society
people. I mean, doesn't everybody
in New Jersey work on a garbage
truck or something? ... maybe
organized crime?
The first page of this section
us u ally has a fantastically
interesting story on something
like a prom or a may-pole party at
Saint Zebra of the Burning Bush
college and all purpose trade
school. Pictured on this page are a
collection of stiffs you wouldn't
believe .. . all with painted on
grins. Fantastic photos such as the
one showing two young' people , at
least they were rumored to be
young . . . and people completely
frozen in an embarrasingly
awkward position with a caption
reading something like , "Miss
Todalao Lipshitz, looking
stunning in her tweed formal
gown chatting with her dashing
escort, the ever-popular
hunchback , Martin Lud die III,
dressed in a handsome velvet
peasant swt." On occasion, the
photographer really gets a neat
action photo of a couple dancing.
Actually, it's the same as the
above-mentioned picture, only
this time the girl and guy have
th eir hands on each others
shoulders , much in the same
passionate fashion as Boris Karloff

articles on ge t together's of
women's cl ub s wi th ti nti lating
photos sh o w ing an infinite
number of variations of varicose
veins exposed by inappropriate
mini-skirts.
Along the way there are
various columns on subjects like
what make-up women should
wear who have had their faces
lifted on so many occasions that
next time they'll have to use a
derrick. Thery is also a cartoon
feature that is noteworthy
because of it's constant lack of
humor and interest (with subjects
like dog shows and auctions as
basis for j o k es , w had ayagonnado?)
Somewhat symbolically, after
getting through all this sludge,
there is a weekly column by
Bishop Sheen . At this point , you
need it. ... Ah, the power of
prayer.
After finishing the whole mess ,
one has to stop and think.
Obviously, this is the picture of
womanhood that is popularly
accepted as desirable . I mean, a
few weeks ago somebody even
wrote into the paper complaining
over a lousy cartoon endorsing the
Women's Liberation movement
equatip-tJ- them with a rash of
bombings.. by terrorists lately.
(Fear d'oes a lot to your thought
process, doesn't it?) Well if this
paper represents what an
American Woman is supposed to
be , bring on the revolution.
Now I guess 111 just sit around
and wait for a letter from
someone who's going to worry
about what will happen when the
Avon Lady starts carrying a
supply of grenades.)
••

' \ '• 1 \ '

•, Ir
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"Truth cannot be /or.ceJ _blft m11,st be allowed to plead /or .it&e!f.''

A Strong Challenge
One of the most dynamic pieces of
legislation concerning the "war" in Vietnam
was recently signed by Francis W. Sargent,
the Governor of Massachusetts.
The bill provides that servicemen who
are Massachusetts citizens, in the absence of
a declaration of war by Congress can refuse
to take part in "armed hostilities" that are
"not an emergency" and "not otherwise
authorized in the powers granted to the
President as commander-in-chief."
The bill is one of the strongest
challenges to the authority of the president

and its legal development will be lenghty.
For the first time the constitutionality of
the Vietnam conflict has been challenged by
an inter-State legislation body .
The question the INDEPENDENT must
ask is when will New Jersey as a state decide
to protect its citizens from Vietnam , which
is nothing but a Federal Farce. Nixon's plan
for reescolation can take for eternity but if
servicemen from 50 states can refuse to serve
in a hostile area as a matter of State's rights'
then who needs Nixon's promises.

A Repeat
Next Thursday , April 16 , Newark
State's electorate (all 27 of you) will be
asked to vote
( 1) for class representatives on the
Student Council;
(2) on a referendum which would
create three vice-presidential positions on
the Student Organization Executive Board.
Knowing that not all of our editorial
readers (sorry about that) remember the
context of our editorials, we will reiterate
our stand on the value of three
vice-presidents again.
The INDEPENDENT does not think
there is a need for both (I) Student Council
members and (2) a trio of Student Council
Organization vice-presidents.

Whites on this campus wonder
why Blacks never get involved and
do things; after this con test all
Black girls in the future should be
discouraged from even considering
this contest.

4. Or find judges who know
something about each of the
following areas:
a. Dance - which includes
African dancing. How can
someone pass judgment on
something they know absolutely
nothing about? We wonder, did
the judges actually understand a
Black girl dancing to "Say it
Loud, I'm Black and I'm Proud. "
We doubt it.
b. Music - In this area, we feel
the judges showed complete
ignorance. We feel that the judges
should mark this area on the
difficulty of the piece and how it
is played , not on the basis of if
the music is played from memory
or not.
c. Poise - Need we say more?

The Student Council representatives
that will be elected on Thursday have
The judges were so hung up in
specific duties other than the responsibilities their blonde hair , blue-eyed
of voting at Friday night meetings. beauty that we didn' t stand a
According to past Student Council policy , chance. The judges came here
representatives serve as committee chairmen looking for a future Miss New
and committee members of the almost Jersey, keeping that in mind
5. Or change the judging
dozen standing Council Committees. Why eliminates Blacks from the picture completely. Like we said, this was
establish a vice president position for ( l) right from the beginning. Our a Miss Newark State Pageant and
student affairs, (2) faculty relations and (3) main concern was choosing a Miss if the judges can 't keep that in
developmental planning when committees Newark State and that should mind then maybe the students
shoul d pick their own Miss ,
covering such concerns already exist (really have been theirs!
Newark
State!
We could choose to be
they do).
We
would
also like to thank
apathetic
about
the
whole
thing
The INDEPENDENT believes that it is
the responsibility of President elect but we feel that we were the judges for that TOKEN
Lichtenstein to make these committees humiliated to the nth degree on AWARD. "For the first time in
that stage and we feel that we owe the history of a Miss Newark State
effective.
it to future Blacks who run in this
pageant that what happened that
Saturday night will not happen
again!

The Right Track
Where have all the apple trees gone?
Gone to parking lots every one.
But finally Newark State is realizing
that the solution to its commuter problem is
not building another parking lot every year.
(Although at present there is a plan to
construct a temporary lot for 660 cars next
year.)
Within the next ten years, the college
will grow to a population of I0,000
students. According to the college
administration, it is already too late to build
high-rise parking · buildings. It has already

To the Independent:
On Saturday , March -21st a
Miss Newark State Pageant was
held in the Theatre for Performing
Arts.
As three of the four Black
contestants we would like to voice
our opinions about what
happened.
It is our opinion that the
judges were extremely biased
towards the Blacks in this con test.
It is also our belief that the judges
wouldn 't know talent, beauty,
and poise if it hit them in the
face!

pageant. For rather obvious
reasons we just don't fill the bill
for "All-American Beauty!"
2. Or the money be split in half
- $ 1414 for whites and $ I 414 for
Blacks. We too have to pay that
Student Activities Fee. Let us
have our share of it.
3. Or there should be an even
number of judges. Three whites of
your choice and three Blacks of
our choice .

been suggested that (with continuing
increase of parking stickers) the traffic
tie-ups on Morris Ave. will become
unimaginable.
This past week the administration has
taken an initial step in improving the
decadent and frustrating mass commuter
facilities of the area. It is only a first step.
The next step is up to you. Don't
forget to mail back the commuter railroad
survey tonight before you start circling the
lot tomorrow morning in search of that
elusive parking space.

We are proposing that one of
the following alternatives be met
for next year:
I . $ 28 28 .00 was given to the
Pageant Executive Board to run
this pageant. The judges were
looking for that All-American
beauty. If this is the case, next
year Blacks should also get
$2828.00 to have their own

Pageant the judges want to give an
award to the most talented
non-finalist. " Wouldn't you know
a Black would win that! We're
sorry but tokens just don't
appease us anymore.
If one of these alternatives is
not met for next year and made
known there will never be another
Miss Newark State Pageant on this
campus again!
In closing we would like to
thank Dean Williams for his
concern over this contest. As
(Continued on Page 6)
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Drug Policy for Americans Review:
Woodstock
Overseas Re-emphasized
The Department of State
wishes to bring to the attention of
Americans traveling abroad, and
particularly of young Americans ,
the serious consequences which
may resuit from their arrest by
foreign governments on charges of
possessing, trafficing : in , or
smuggling illegal drugs . This
announcement is made in view of

a market increase in su·ch arrests
reported by the United States
consular officers.
There were 142 Americans
under detention on drug charges
in 20 foreign countries in
February 1969 but by February
1970 the total had risen to 404 the largest number of Americans
held for narcotics violations since
records have been kept by the
Department of State.
Young Americans (under 30),
who are now traveling widely and
in larger numbers than ever
be fore, represent the greater
number of U.S. nationals arrested
abroad for narcotics violations.
Most of them are unaware of the
grave potential consequences of
violating the laws of a foreign
country, and of the limited
capability of their government to
assist them if they are arrested
-overseas. Some are the dupes of
drug peddlers who subsequently
inform on them to the authorities.
The penalties for narcotics
violations in most countries are
severe. The charge - whether
possession or, more serious,
trafficing
is usually
determined on tl1e basis of the
quantity of narcotics involved.
Possession of more than 500
grams (about one pound) results
in a minimum of six years in jail
plus a heavy fine in some
countries, one to three years in a
"detoxification asylum" - usually

ACelebration of

Feeling, Loving,
Wanting, Killing,
Hearing, Tasting,
Touching, Living.

a mental hospital - in others.
Trafficing · in drugs evokes a
penalty of ten years to life in
others.
In some countries prison
conditions are primitive (e.g.,
damp , underground locations ; rats
and vermin ; insufficient light ,
heat, and food ; absence of
sanitary facilities ; abuse by other
prisoners). Pretrial confinement of
tl10se charged can be prolonged in some countries up to I year
without bail. Some of it is spent
in solitary confinement. Language
difficlutie s compound the
tragedy.
Case histories like those which
follow are increasingly common:
- A native experiment in
marijuana smoking by newlywed
couple , who wound up a picnic on
a Caribbean beach by smoking
"pot", turned into a nightmare of
arrest and imprisonment. They are
still in a foreign jail awaiting trial
three months after their arrest.
- An American coed traveling
in Europe to tour the art centers
went to pri son on a 2-1 /2-year
sentence for the possession of
narcotics . The country where the
arrest takes place determine what
those rights are.
Wheneve r possible , an
American consular officer visits
the detainee on learning of his
arrest , informs him of his rights,
and provides him with a list of
local attorneys from which to
select defense counsel. If the
detainee wishes, the consul helps
him contact is family or friends to
let them know what has happened
and seek their assistance.
The consul reports the arrest
and subsequent developments to
the Department of State. He is in
regular contact with the detainee,
his attorney , and local officials to
determine how the detainee is
being treated, and to make sure
that processing of the legal
charges is not unduly delayed. He
also does whatever is possible to
(Continued on Page 11)

volunteers, and methods of
survival employed during the
torrents of rain that proved to be
I came upon a child
the ultimate test of the strength
of God
of Woodstock as a nation.
He was walking
But it was all there, at least in
along the road
brief
visions. The Hog Farm food
And I asked him,
lines, the helpful townspeople, the
where are you going
communal bathing, the dope
And this he told me
sharing, the love making and the
I'm going down to
excitement
of people who knew
Yasgur's farm
they were part of something
I'm going to join
dynamic shared the screen with
in a rock 'n roll band
the musicians.
I'm going to camp out
Then can I walk
on the land
beside you
And try an' get my
I have come here
soul free
(CPS) - "Woodstock," the
to lose the smog
movie, is the most pleasant And I feel to be a cog
documentary you could ever hope
in something turning
to see. The three hours of eight Maybe it's just the time
track stereo music and color
of year
cinematography of 400,000 or Or maybe it's the time
more young people living the life
of man
style they have crusaded for goes I don't know who
by faster than just about any
lam
three hours I've ever spent in a But life is for
movie house.
learning
The highest compliment that
can be paid to the makers of the
It's just that there could have
film is that they have captured the been more. Three hours, as long as
spirit and the history of the that may be in terms of the
Woodstock festival of art, peace lengths of most film is not enough
and music very accurately. The time to do the Woodstock
film-makers obviously knew they festival's 72 hours justice. One
were witnessing something method the "Woodstock" editors
historic, something that would used to summarize the 72 hours in
make a big-demand movie after it three is the split screen.
While an interviewer on
was over. They went about their
work very professionally ; that is, one-half of the screen questions
the technical flaws of most individuals about sex, drugs, the
documentaries , including rain or their spirits, the other half
Woodstock's father-flick of the screen pans over lne
"Monterey Pop," are missing. The mammoth crowd, focuses on a
music track, for example, is couple undressing in the woods or
settles on campers playing bongo
perfect.
drums.
The double screen works
"Woodstock" concentrates on
the music and the performers, and well , but the use of a triple screen
since the music is the constitution effect overdoes it.
It's difficult to follow the
and bill of rights of the revolution
that Woodstock represented , it is action during the three-ring circus
an appropriate approach. There moments, and the only benefit
could have been a heavier accent the predomin a ntly stoned
on the life style which has audience can get from the triple
partially grown out of the music screen is some good
and perhaps more footage of the light-movement effects when a
(Continued on Page 9)
free food line s, hospital
By BILL SIEVERT
College Press Service

byVAN HEUSENe

o.il1"69

'"Go and see 'Dionysus in 69 · with a
pure heart and an open mind. Thank me
if you love it, forgive me if you hate it
and go in peace.'"
- From the review of the play

by Clive Barnes. New York Times
-

A film by Brian Oe Palma. Robert Fiore and Bruce Rubin
Based on the Periormance Group stage produc11on
directed by Richard Schechner Released by
I

®

lJlsma

lf00NIONOl1117AOIMTTltD

Pr1tniere SUNDAY
OL 'J lL 0 ,.£0 .- , .,

TA M PA X $

TAMPONS

ARE

oecrr.1 -

MACE O NLY OV

TAMPA X INCO nPORATCO , r>ALMEn . MASS.

ifi\lPS BAY
~

LE26668

n 2nd Avenue & 3 1st SI

Unchain your brain! Unbind the old bean!
Now you're ready for the fashion freedom of
Van Heusen Hampshire House shirts. They're
the ones with big bold action stripes, deep
and daring solid colors, and new wider spread
Bradley collar, plus permanently pressed
Vanopress to end ironing hang-ups forever.
Join the freed breed, man, and come on
over to Hampshire House.
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Sound and Fury
Pageant
(Continued from Page 4)

Dean of Students we feel that he
is concerned about the students
and that all of us, Black or White
get a fair deal.
Barbara Jackson
Class of '72
Josephine Lockett
Class of '71
Cathy Turner
Class of '73

Russell
Backed

To the Editor:
We, the undersigned, are
endorsing Mark Russell for the
position of Council
Representative for the class of
'72 . Since his assets are
innumerable, we find it
unnecessary to enumerate all the
political cliches, such as,
trustworthiness , ambition,
enthusiasm, conscienciousness and
the like. His very conduct on and
around the campus speaks for
itself. President of the Newman
Club, he has had se_veral letters
published in the INDEPENDENT
- letters that only a keenly aware
and interested person such as he
could write. He pulls no punches
- if he has a critical comment he
qoes it with justification; however
he does not attempt to tear
everything down - he offers
solutions as well.
At a time when student apathy

seems ready to stifle an entire

campus, is it not encouraging to
find someone who WANTS to
represent his class and do his part
for NSC? We believe we've found
that person in Mark Russell. But
he can't do it alone. He needs the
support of each and every one of
you. Would you give him this
chance?
Raymond Dulkis
Maren Toth
Diane Migalski
Ralph Barone
Jackie Conroy
linda Paterek
Kathy Pidgursky
Sydna Holle
Class of 1972

worse, when he finally did get
out, unhappily, he stepped on a
lapel button used for campaigning
purposes and was forced to
undergo a series of painful tetnus
shots. Were you aware our cousin
Ralph Rat came close to
suffocating in all that campaign
litter over by the library? It took
him nearly all day Thursday to
gnaw his way out from under it.
Yes, the life of the brook rat is
difficult at N.S.C . but that's not
what gripes us . We of the rat
community are alarmed and
dismayed that some students have
the tenacity to call us "dirty
rats".
Very truly yours ,
An Environmentally
Concerned Rodent

Retort

To the Editors:
Retort: Music 372.05
Until a letter from 2 concerned
students questioning the forced
class cancelation on March 19
appeared in your March 25 issue,
one had no idea in what high
~steem the · class meetings were
held or of the importance
attributed to them . . . It often
seems that the most desirable
arrangement for some would be
no classes at all, · what with the
average class attendance, · what
with the insistence of unlimited
cuts as a mark of prestige and
status symbol; the recent incident
of one class with 33% in
attendance on the last day before
vacation, and of 2 other classes
where the ~stitutes for absent

faculty members did not find any ·
students in the room less than 5
minutes after the scheduled
beginning of the period would
only corroborate that impression.
(Continued on Page 8)

N.J.E.A. Opposes Parochial Aid
Question Constitutionality
TRENTON - Should the
public support church-related
schools?
As financial problems afflict
parochial education, this question
is increasingly being asked. The
answer of the New Jersey
Education Assn. is a definite
"No."
The 65 ,000-member teacher
organization opposes parochial aid
because:
- It may be unconstitutional.
- It would detract from State
support of public education,
which NJEA considers already
inadequate.
On legality, NJEA notes that
many authorities feel aid to
parochial schools would violate
the U.S. Constitution, which
forbids "establishment of
religion," and U.S. Supreme Court
decisions requiring separation of
Chwch and State.
In addition, says NJEA, the
New Jersey State Constitution has
a provision which says: "There
shall be no establishment of one
religious sect in preference to
another." It adds:
·
"Nor shall any person be
obliged to pay tithes, taxes, or
other rates for building or
repairing any church or churches,
place or places of worship, o.r for
the maintenance of any minister
or ministry, contrary to what he
believes to be right."
Any sizable parochial-aid

efficient system of free public
schools," the teacher association
believes.
For two years, the Legislature
has been sitting on a report from a
prestigious legislative commission
recommending that the State
double, at least, the financial aid
it gives to public schools.
Although State ·school aid in New
Jersey is among the lowest in the
nation, no action has yet been
taken on this commission's
recommendations.
"The public school systems in
some of our largest cities are near
collapse because of a lack of
funds," sayd NJEA. "The needs
of disadvantaged children and

public education must be
considered first."
A State subsidization could
encourage every splinter sect to
open its own school system, at
public expense, NJEA cautions.
"If the State of New Jersey
cannot fully support its public
schools, it certainly cannot afford
to support two school systems.
Having dual systems with
duplicate auditoriums,
gymnasiums, and playing fields is
an inefficient way to manage
resources.
"The State's first obligation,"
says NJEA, "must remain the best
possible public schools, open to
all children."

THE
POL. SCIENCE
MAJOR SAID
DICTATORIALLY:

program would require adoption
of a State income tax, NJEA

reports. Funds from such a tax
should be used to fulfill New
Jersey's constitutional obligation
to "provide for the maintenance
and support of a thorough and

Rats
Complain
To the Editors :
Ah , Spring. As the warm
weather approaches and we rats in
the brook awaken , we find that
hibernation was a damn sight
easier than working and playing
on the 'ban~ of the stream
running through your campus.
Shady willows not withstanding,
we rats at Newark State College
have it a lot harder than you
students realize. Stop and
consider that with which your
rodent friends have to contend.
Why only last ·week ·Grandpa
Rat was almost killed near the art
·wing when a flying hunk of
pottery got him right between the
ears. He can't take too many
shocks like. that. Then there was
poor Uncle Richard Rat who got
stuck in the 7-up can outside
Townsend Hall. To make matters

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!

ArasPJ1ch

GUILD OPTICIANS

m

Central ,__, Eat 0ra....
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SEND US
YOUR
AD-VERBIAL
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
MAJORS.
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Sen. Nelson Asserts That

"Teach-In" Will Offer Hope
helping hand to make the day a
success."
Already, the Senator says, the
movement to protest further
damage to the environment "has
produced a series of small miracles
in college communities across the
nation." University of Illinois
students pulled 30 tons of refuse
from a creek near the Champaign
campus. Washington , D.C. law
Writing in the April Reader's students brought legal action
Digest, Sen. Nelson recalls that he recently to force the transit
first proposes a national authority to reduce pollution
environmental teach-ins in a from its buses. Texas University
speech in Seattle last fall.
students managed to save some
"We expected the response to trees that the university had
be good," he writes. "It has been planned to cut down. Students at
trememdous. A thousand colleges the State University of New York
and universities are expected to prevented the bulldozing of a
participate, along with hundreds SO-acre marsh on the edge of the
of high schools ; civic groups, campus. All of these "miracles"
garden clubs, the League of have been accomplished
Women Voters and conservation peacefully, the Senator notes.
While local projects will form
organizations have also offered a

The massive "Teach-In on the
Environment" schedules to take
place on more than a thousand
college campuses April 22 offers
drama tic hope that further
destruction of our planet may be
stopped, .according to Senator
Gaylord Nelson (D., Wis.), the
man who started the project
rolling.

the major focus of the April 22
Teach-Ins, Sen. Nelson suggests
that the concerns voiced on that
day may lead ultimately to "some
radical changes in our national
habits."

HOOK, LINE & SINKER
WESTFIELD AVE., ROSELLE PARK

NEEDS ENTERTAINERS FOR THE SUMMER
MONTHS. START MAY 15. GUITARISTS WHO
SING AND WORK ALONE OR DUO. APPLY
BOX 864 ATTN: RANDY O'BRIEN.

"Are we prepared , for example
to make economic modifications
in our system to reverse the
disastrous trend . .. to dispose of
disposable bottles . . . to levy
some kind of tax to assure that
junk cars are collected and
recycled . . . to say to the oil
companies that they must not
drill offshore . . . to develop a
land-use policy, to say, 'You must
not destroy anymore'?"
The Teach-Ins will help to
dramatize these questions. But
April 22 will be a success only if it
sparks "a national commitment to
do something," Sen. Nelson
writes.

Dr. RoLLO
UNI-SEX IS ...

ABBEY ROAD
1021 SWYVESANT AVE.
UNION CENTEI
o,EN DAILY . 11·9 -

964-1515

SAT. 10-6

JUES.

•?.A.
I ---

••
J lftaA
......,~

S..••

DEAD ICE ·CREAM
Clothing for Body and Mind
1586 MAPLE AVENUE, HILLSIDE, N. J.
m: 926-1934
IOPENING: APRIL 4TH I
A Dynamite Selectioo of Bells, Body Shirts, Tank Tops, Vests,
Tie -Dyes, Sweatshirts, Leather Goods, \\allace Berry's, Hats,etc.
~fi\Y -FRIDAY 12:00 • 9:oo PM SATUIID\Y 10:00 • 6:00 PM
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Still More Sound and Fury
Retort

(Continued from Page 6)

The 2 girls who did write in
seem well qualified as spokesmen
for the class since they seem to be
among its more conscientious
members; they also refused to be
computer-reshuffled to any odd
section of the same course the
second semester, but stayed by
choice in the same section wh ich ma y b e a personal
compliment or a matter of their
convenience. At the next class
se ssio n on e of them also
vo lun teere d to correct the
sit u at ion that ca u sed the
disruption in the first place, at
which point she had to be stopped
because even in this time of
women's militancy, among so
many other Causes, there is place
for chivalry and gentlemanly
behavior which, I am sorry to
report, is either dead or at least
absent, with or without leave and this is, incidentally, what the
whole incident was about!
As for the indictment of
pomposity and immaturity,
especially when coming from a
class that by its own behavior
showed such genuine concern for
uninterrupted teaching process:
taking a simple request as
provocation, reacting with
non-cooperation and passive
resistance to no pressio n at all ,
trying to make of it casus belli
and a cause ce lebre, one has no
choice but to try and scrounge
some Lent leftovers, strew the
head with ashes, beat the breast
with penance, and plead guilty
without exte nu a tin g
circumsta n ces or redeeming
factors . .
The letter was interesting and
revealing in several respects,

offering instances of confession
through denial like in the famous
exchange: "Johnny, who helped
you with your math; you never
had a perfect paper before?" "My father didn't ... " Indeed,
why is a "slight bit of
magnanimity" needed and what
"to overlook" when the "attitude
was not meant to be insulting!?"
Regardless of intent, the challenge
was not accepted: for every
slapping hand there mu st be a
receiving face for a slap to
materialize . . Stu d ents are
certainly " not paid or required to
cater to any teacher's whims," in
fact not paid at all for any thing
but paying fo r the privilege of
learning - an active process,
impossible without mutual respect
and cooperation. The teachers, on
the other hand , are indeed paid to
teach which happens not to be the
same as putting in punch-clocked
50 or 75 minutes appearance.
The flowers cannot sprout
from sand, no r can teaching be
done in an atmosphere of mental
and intellectual frigidity, against a
Missouri mule show-me attitude
or lack of curiosity, or only at the
learners' terms. It is, as all the

NOTICE
The Constit ution and By-Laws
committee is looking for any
interested student to form a
sub-committee to investigate
possible reapportion of student
council representation . A meeting
will be held during the college free
hour on Tuesday April 14th in the
Student Org. office. If you are
interested but can not attend the
meeting please contact one of the
following.
Jim Harrison MB 662
Mark Moczulsik MB 706
Jim Mason MB 512

INSTANT KARMA

positive things in life , a two-way
street ; one is sufficient for hate,
but two are needed for love. In
this era when everybody is
pressing for own rights, it might
be well to remember tha the back
of the rights' coin is the
responsibility; without it every
right is someone else's wrong. In
this light, I welcome the questions
raised by the concerned students
opening the discussion about the
issues of mutual interest and the
jointly shared problems.
F. Kabalin
concerned teacher

will be Open

ONCE AGAINon

FRIDAY, APRIL 10
from 7 pm til
Complete with ex otically flavored coffee,
Home baked cakes,
- and Musical, poetical, & dramatical entertainment!
Looking forward to seeing you
-

T h e C offee H o u se C o mmittee

2 Day Clearance

20% Off
All Phonograph records

at your
Campus
Headquarters

All Stuffed Animals

for

All Timex Wristwatches
All Desk Lamps

VAN HEUSEN"

2 Days ONLY
Friday April 10 & Monday April 13
MARSHALL'S

Open 9-7 Weekdays

1024 Stuyvasant
Union, N.J.

BOOK and SUPPLY STORE

0

d blooded youth ...

$125* a week or more
mmer?... she·1 1be yours.

o u on the

I.I. STRIKES
4BLDI

orsomethi

FDR LOVE
(or how a college lad
finds happiness
t hroug h big money)

Face it! Good Humor
summer jobs pay $125
or more weekly.. .-and red

blooded youth- if you 're

@overl81@haye a

vatid drivers license
and can drive a 4 on the-f loor, ® are in
good health ,youqual ify.
No experience heeded .

Love w ill out ...
so red blooded
boys and girls
dent strike out

Goo d Humor pays
$125 -a week or more for
summer jobs.. .it•s for offering

their ice cream products

to kids and grown-ups. So
I'm head in' for the summer

placement director or
Student Aid
offioe
now !

Not without me.. .
1·11 join up too.. .
become a high

paid Good Humor
gal ... sounds

so cute.

I.I.

does

it

t his summer-cash

in .Sign up for
intervrew now. Good
Humor recruiter
will be on campus
this date.

again!
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by Ed Naha

Newssound
Today, in order to sell records,
you either have to have a fantastic
publicity build up or you have to
be a name group or a supergroup.
Usually, this doesn't affect the
contents of the album, but good
or bad it will usually sell.
Two albums that probably will
do only moderately well saleswise
because of lack of type are Roxy
(EKS-74063) and the Dillards
"Copperfields" (EKS-75054).
Both are exceptional albums.
Roxy's debut record's really
easy to listen to. I can truthfully
say that it is one of the few
albums I've run across where I like
every cut. There just isn't any
criticism to offer. Everything
works. The vocals are great. The
instrumentation is tight. Together
they perform novel tricks.
Side one starts out with "Love,
Love, Love, Love" , released as a
single and it really should be

considered a classic. For
raunch-rock fans there are "Windy
Day", " Sing a Song", " Love for a
Long Time" and "Rock and Roll
Circus". For subdued music
addicts there are beautiful
numbers like "New York City,"
" Somebody Told You ," and
"Yesterday's Song."· For
everybody, there is Roxy. I can't
stop praising this one.
Unlike the happy-rock music
of Roxy , the Dillards are
blue-grass, pure and simple.
They've been around for a long
time and have been practically
ignored. The music is totally
refreshing. The Dillards possess
unbelieveable harmonies. (They
do "Yesterday" without any
back-up instrumentation). They
can belt out an "Eba Walker" and
then turn around and whisper a
(Continued on Page 11)

Weiss Sees Environment
(Continued from Page 1)

through the federal and state
government agencies." Dr. Weiss
suggests that the six New Jersey
state colleges work together to
avail themselves of state and
national resources as a
contribution to environmental
improvement. For instance , he
pointed out that the state
departments of Conservation and
Ee on omi c Devel op men t ,
Transportation , and Community
Affairs could provide a great deal
of assistance in our efforts to
preserve the natural environment,
and to combat pollutants and
traffic congestion . "The help is
available," President Weiss stated;
"we have only to seek it."
At Newark State College, it
seems that the priority question
involving the environment must
concern how we should go about
solving our transportation
problems. The continued growth
of the college community is

-------------------------------·········

New Jersey
Environment

Co- Sponsored _by
New Jersey Academy of Science
New Jersey State Museum
New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce

Speakers Include:
♦

Also Participating:

Ken Wilson, representing Newark Stat~ College

Saturday, April 11, 1970
10-12 AM
Mo ntcla ir State Co ll eg e Li fe Hall
Upper Mo ntcla ir, N.J.
STUDENTS FREE

No new dormitories can be
built without an increase in
student fees, and adequate
off-campus housing, to meet even
current demands , simply is not
available, therefore , the college
will be hard-pressed to provide
facilities for a planned enrollment
of some 10,000 students within
the near future. President Weiss
has announced that a temporary
parking lot , providing 660
additional spaces, will be opened
in September, and, the
Off-Campus Housing Committee
has been providing assistance to
students, - yet these provide only
temporary solutions.
President Weiss has suggested
the implementation of several
measures which would establish
even greater assistance. First, he
has proposed an extension of the
Alden Plan , so that students could
travel to the area by railroad, and,
to the campus on buses rented by
the college. The train and bus
schedules would be coordinated
so as to avoid the usual
aggravations encountered in
commuting.
Also , the President mentioned
the possibility of the
.establishment of a registry system
by the Student Council, to
provide schedule and residence
Encounter groups are springing up
in formation which would
all over the country. Do you
facilitate the formation of student
know what they are? Do y·ou
car-pools, as well as off-campus
want to find out? Do you want to
housing information.
know yourself better and find out
Dr. Weiss already has written a
where others are? Some students
letter to Student Body President
do, and are meeting in the Alumni
David Lichtenstein, offering to
Lounge in the Student Center on
attend a Council meeting to
Mondays 5th period ( l :40 p.m.),
discuss questions of parking and
Tuesdays 3rd period (10:50 a.m.). transportation.
All are welcome - come on over.
It is the hope of President
We will start a Wednesday group if
Weiss that Earth Day observances
you are interested, from 1:30 to
will initiate concem among the
3:00 p.m. Leave names for a
college community about the
Wednesday group in Counseling environmental problems which we
Office in East Room. For the now are , and must, overcome if
ongoing Monday and Tuesday
Newark
State
College is to
group just bring the bode.
continue to· grow.

Notice

A Symposium

U.S. Senator Henry M. Jackson
U.S. Rep. Robert A. Roe
Professor Joseph J. Soporowski,
Rutgers University
Mr. Charles G. Amato,
N.J. State Dept. of Health

contingent upon rectification of
this important problem .
As a commuter college,
Newark State faces the same
environmental difficulties caused,
for the most part, by pollution
from automobiles, as the United
States. "What we're bucking
against." said President Weiss , "is
the idea that everybody must have
his own wheels ."
The President stated that we ,
in America, are involved in a
"vicious cycle": we workd to buy
a car so that we can drive to our
place of employment, where we
work to pay for the car.
If this college is to continue to
grow, Dr. Weiss believes that
immediate sollutions involving the
improvement of mass transit ,
must be sought. It is obvious that
automobiles are consuming our air
and our land, and that we must
find a low-cost, pollutant-free
method of mass transit. President
Weiss feels that this crisis must be
"solved as a community effort by :
the railroads, the state
Department of Transportation ,
the college, the community, and
the students."

Woodstock
(Continued from Page 5)

single musician is studied from
three perspectives at once.
The film successfully uses
super-imposing, black-outs and
partial black-outs and frequently
ties them to an effect in the
music. But even without the
special effects, "Woodstock"
would be a special movie because
of its cast of hundreds of
thousands who behave as honestly
and beautifully as roles have ever
been performed .

t

Hy the time we got
to Woodstock
We were half a million
strong
And everywhere there was
song and celebration
A nd 1 dreamed I saw
the bombers
Riding shotgun in the sky
And they were turning
into butterflies
Above our nation
The only question of reporting
accuracy in the film is the
minimization of the effects of the
rain. Although the film shows the
excitement of the rapidly
approaching storm as it took
400,000 persons by surprise, the
frustration the rain caused some
of those caught in it, and the fun
it turned into once people had

accepted it, most of the film deals
with the dry and sunny periods
when everything was more
obviously beautiful. The original
Woodstock was a little more
soggy.
As for the music, Joan Baez is
vocally perfect, Richie Havens is
totally involved , John Sebastian is
your best friend, Joe Cocker is a
show stopper, Sha Na Na is a riot,
Janis Joplin is missing, Crosby,
Stills, and Nash are overwhelmed,
Country Joe and the Fish are
arousing and Jimi Hendrix is
showsto pping as he belts out the
Star Spangled Banner in his
"Purple Haze" style to the delight
of the masses. The photography
of the musicians at work is
excellent with attention paid to
the details of the performers'
styles.
·-.
Finally, thf ' ultimate message
"Woodstock" 4!aves its satisfied
audience with is, as Ario Guthrie
puts it, "If it happened at
Woodstock, why shouldn't it
happen again?"
We are stardust
We are golden
And we've got to
get outselves
Back to the Garden
(Lyrics by Joni Mitchell)
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Music Majors To Honor
Colleague In April
The memory of Ja y
Dandurand, Music Department
freshman of 1967/68 , who
subsequently enlisted in the U.S.
Anned Forces and was killed in
Viet Nam last month, will be
honored by the Newark State
Co liege Concert Band spring
concert on Thursday, April 16th ,
8 :30 p.m., in the Theatre of ; the
Performing Arts. The program is
being dedicated to him at the
request of his former classmates,
now Music Department juniors.
The Concert Band is thus closing
the year's activities on a similar
note on which it started : ushering
in last October's Viet Nam
moratorium proceedings an d
memorial observance.
Pri or to their April 16th

New Com.
l Con tinucd from Page J)

included. This is an academic file
ONLY.
It is hoped that the stu dent
committee on fac ulty affairs will
help insure student rights and the
a dv anceme nt of a m at ure
academic atmosphere at Newark
State College.'·
Mr. Lichtenstein emphasized that
the course evaluation file could be
effectively e mployed as a
·'resource bank" by the student
representative to the Retention ,
Tenure. and Pr omotion
committee.
In presenting the proposal to
the Independent. Presiden I-elect
Lichtenstein sta ted that " If the
college students of tl1is state are
going to play a major factor in
rearranging the e ducational
priorities of New Jersey they must
first assume a respected role both
as a student and a citizen on
campus. It is hoped that through
this lev e l of parti ci pation
developed as a result of the
proposed committee the students
of this college can play a more
relevant role as a determining
factor in a growing educational
environment."

Terra Nova: Part II

by Luis Sanchez

The truth has caught up with us.
We are no longer blind.
(So far : World War III has
"We dared challenge the
occurred. Everything, save a few ,
uncontrollable forces of nature,"
dying individuals, has been utterly
concert at the College, the destroyed. Now, what took place he shouted to his listeners. "And
Concert Band will offer a preview in the congressional chambers on now we must pay the price for
of its program on Tuesday , April doomsday eve . .. LS)
such defiance .
14th, at the Mountain High
"In our early years, we formed
The death-like stiJlness of the
School , West Orange , morning assembled body of public servants regional societal groups with one
assembly.
was horrifying. Unthinkable purpose in mind: the survival of
The variety of pieces to be astonishment. Not an eye blinked ; its members. Because of space and
performed on both occasions not a head turned. No thoughts time , when we met, the
inclt:1des the works featuring the and no signs of emotions. The unfamiliarity - the failure to
trombone and percussion sections stage was set for the last recognize that we were of one and
of the band. The program will end monologue in the climax of the same species, the curse of
with John Philip Sousa's El mankind's final performance.
distinct and individual
Captain march and will consist of
Amos Cardinal Rich, Chaplain development - drew us into
several works written originally of the United States Congress, armed and brutal conflicts. We
for band , such as Gustave Hol st's rustled some papers on his desk have not changed. We made no
First Suite for Military Band, and tossed them into his noticeable advancement in regards
Richard Wagner 's funeral waste-paper basket. The creepy to meaning an<l purpose. We made
symphony based on themes for silence was broken. Grief-stricken no attempts in glorifying
"Euryanthe " by C.M. von Weber , faces looked to him. They were humanity - which should have
been the true purpose for being.
and the American composer filled with pleas for guidance There emerged civilization, but no
William Grant Stills' Folk Suite. for forgiveness.
modernization.
The SO-piece band has a good
''Gentlemen," he said,
"Nations fought against
cross-section of music students,
students from other departments, eliminating the customary nations. Empires were built one faculty member , and half a opening before addressing the only to fall and decay at the
dozen or so selected high school general body , "to forgive is on ly hands of ambition and corruption.
upperclassmen who plan to study human. When I was a little boy in All this," he said raising his arms
music at Newark State College. Missouri, 1 learned to despise the in the air and bringing them hard
The hand-picked high school word 'war'. Evidently, however, on the rostrum, "fo r the sake of
students were invited to join and no one else did. It is my unimaginable , but desirable , ideal.
participate in the Concert Band misfortune to deliver the first, and We embarked out of ignorance on
an eternal quest for meaning in
by its conductor. Prof. Walter W. the last, ante-bellum eulogy.
"From the very beginning our existence. The ways in which
Price , following NSC Vice
President Rob e rt Polglaze's our first dawn - from our earliest we did so were disgraceful. The
suggestion to open the College appearance on this planet - we most remembered are: Hiroshima,
classes and activities to talented have been reaching out for an Nagasaki, Siberia, Auschwitz,
undefinable goal. We have sought
Flanders.
high school students.
"But that eternal quest was not
Prof. Price , conductor of the after an incredible dream : a
band , is a member of the NSC meaning to our lives and a to be found - · for we searched
beyond the realm of human
Music D epartment faculty , purpose for our being. We tried to
teacher an d performer on French grasp and contain eternity." He values . We projected o u r
horn and trumpet , and has also choked holding back tea rs; his self-esteem to a nothing - we
fantasized an entity and gave it
developed a highly successful hands shaking. He went on.
percussion ensemble. He joined "However, our ways were crue l our goodness, our beauty , our
truth, our whole selves. And for
NSC music faculty in 1966 after a and h arsh. We had no
dozen years on the faculty of understanding - the key we so what! For the same reason a child
badly needed. The realization is befriends someone when he feels
several high schools in
most
disheartening and painful.
he has done something wrong.
Pennsylvania and South Carolina.
Last fall Prof. Price and the
Concert Band made a highly
successful appearance at the NJ.
Congress of Parents and Teachers
convention in Atlantic City ,
where they received a stan ding
ovation.
Admission to the band concert
on Thursday , April 16th, is free .
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Up to 40% Off
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Selected jackets - shirts - sweaters

:
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Selected gift stationery
Block bags-Novelties

Open 9-7 Weekdays
BOOK and SUPPLY STORE
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@cll@JJ1
Even bathing every day
can't stop it.
Feminine odor starts internally, and no amount of bathing can remove it: Soap and
water simply can't reach the
area where the odor starts.
That's the reason you need
Norforms® ... the second deodorant!" These tiny internal suppositories kill germs-stop odor
effectively yet safely. In fact, gentle, doctor-tested Norforms are
so safe and easy to use, you can
use them as often as necessary.
No bath or shower can give
you Norforms' protection. Get
N orforms, and you'll feel secure and odorfree for hours.

The second deodorant.
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U.S. Senator Henry M. Jackson
U.S. Representative Robert A. Roe
Professor Joseph J. Soporowski, Rutgers
Mr. Charles G. Amato
- N.J. Dept. of Health

1
:
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"There is nothing beyond what
we know and what we have. All
these centuries we have
sacrificed our lives and our natural
resources in service to a dream.
Regretable. as it is, gentlemen, we
(Continued on Page 11)
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Environment
A SymposiUin
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Montclair State College Life Hall
Upper Montclair, N.J.
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New International Study
Abroad Centers Opened
WASHINGTON, D. C. - The
Office of International Programs
(OIP), American Association of
State Colleges and Universities
(AASCU) , is establishing
study-abroad centers for student
and faculty of member
institutions.
The first centers in the
network which AASCU plans to
establish around the world are the
International Study Centers in
Mexico and in Canada. In Mexico,
the Center is affiliated with the
University of the Americas,
located on the outskirts of Puebla;
in Canada, with insititutions in
the Montreal-Quebec City
Metropolitan area. Each center is
administered for AASCU by a

member "agent" institution - the
Mexico Center by Adams State
College, Alamosa, Colorado; the
Canada Center by State University
College of New York, Plattsburgh.
Study programs for 1970-71 are
available at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels,
with general as well as special
offerings and opportu nities for
field work. Classes, except those
in the Spanish or French language
departments of the respective
Centers, are given in English.
Costs are geared to not exceed the
financial range of the majority of
AASCU students and the financial
re sources of participating
institutions. Students enroll on
the home campus, through which

Terra Nova Part 11

they may apply for NDEA loans,
academic scholarships or other
forms of student aid .
Additional details and
application forms for the
study-abroad programs in Mexico
and Canada and for future centers
are available from the Office of
International Programs, American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities, One Dupont Circle,
Washington, D. C. 20036;
Telephone (202) 293-7070.
Applications for 1970-71 must be
filed with AASCU by July 1,
1970.
Future centers, including a
traveling shipboard center are
planned for Micronesia, Europe,
Scandinavia, South America,
Africa an d Asia, each in
cooperation with an "agent"
AASCU member institution and
host country college or university .

(Continued from Page 10)

outdid ourselves in creating that
mythological, invisible being. In
doing so, we condemned each
other's societal groups and
violated the natural, evolu tionary
law of societal relativism which is
that: all men, because of regional
uniqueness, shall abide as one
segment within that locale, but a
part of the whole in the house of
the world." He paused for a
moment to calm his shaking
hands. He looked sadly toward his

Projected OIP programs
listeners and went on in a tone of include international forums on
grief and deep sorrow.
home campuses, student and
"We are hostile and ignorant. faculty exchange, including
We are so set in our ways - that arrangements for visiting foreign
no one questions their validity. faculty, development or
Beauty is not in the eye of the expansion of library collections,
beholder - for it always was. And increased em p hasis on
lo ve . . . lo v e ne ver really i nternatio nal curriculum, and
existed . .. because we never gave cooperation with AASCU member
it a chance to ta ke root in our institutions and the Agency for
Internatio nal Development and
hearts.
" How shocking . . . so very other American and international
ed ucational assistance programs.
shock ing."

STONE is interested in your reactions, your questions, your relating
personal experiences as they relate to any drug or hallucinogen. Your
form of expression may be prose, poetry , journalism, questions,
answers, reprints of stateme nts - your pleasure.
Address your anonymous material to STONE, BOX 100, N.S.C. and
drop in the inter-office mail depository near the main entrance to the
College Center.

Notice

Life, Sorrow, and Death
My life is dark ,
My dreams are few,
My faith is gone,
I turn to you .

You give me life,
And many dreams,
I see the world ,
And hear the screams.
You
You
You
You

made me laugh,
made me cry,
gave me life,
made me die .
David J. Farrell

Oassifieds
Those shocking pink walls in the
College Center really are shocking
Art
Florida is one big suntan and
hating them for it.
The Su ntan Kid
ls it true seniors will wear caps
and gowns?
Think Tuesday. Wednesday
cancelled. Just Ask A Gee.

is

Support the Environmental
Teach-in. Clean out the snack bar.
The Establishment

EDITORIAL BOARD ELECTIONS

Ivan was terrible but this is worse.

A ll students are encouraged t o apply for any of the followi ng posit ions.
Elections will be held Friday, April 17, 1970. Deadline for appl ications is
Tuesday, A pril 14, 1970. Return applications to t he Independent Office,

A rt st u dents interested in
exhib iting or selling craft items
(pa r tic ul arly textiles) please
contact Nacky 762-8293 between
6-8 pm.

" The Display Committee for
the upcoming EARTHDAY on
April 22, 1970, would appreciate
if members of the college
co m munity, who have any
material relating to environmental
pollution or overpopulation including articles , photographs,
etc., would submit them to the
Independent Office or the
Psychology Department Office in
Room W-203 ."
Thank you.

Drug
(Continued from Page 5)

solve difficulties which may result
from the conditions of detention.
(For example , in some foreign
prisons a bare substitence diet is
provided , a nd familie s are
expected to supply most of the
prisoner's food.)
Under U.S . law, official U.S.
fun ds cannot be used to pay legal
fees or other expenses for an
indigent American detainee .

Newssound
(Continued from Page 9)

beau tifully moving "Touch Her l f
Yo u Can. "
Country-shuck music is " in" at
the moment with everybody
hee-hawing and hollering about
hay rides. Most of the popular
crud is just that, patchy garbage .
If you prefer smooth country
influenced music, pick up o n the
Dillard s.

r······························

Anyone Interested

Student Cent er.

Choice

1st

2nd

3rd

Ed itor-in-chief

In Working On The

Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editor

- - - -;

1971 MEMORABILIA,

A ssistant News Edit or
Feature Edit or
Assistant Feature Editor

Pick Up

Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor

An Application

Off Campus Editor
Advertising Manager
Secret ary

WR IT I NG SAMPLE (why you desire the position app lied for)

In The
Yearbook Office
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Squires Tie Paterson
In Opening .Tilt, 5-5
The Newark State Squires led off the sixth with a home run.
finally opened their baseball In the same inning with two out ,
season this past Tuesday against walks to Tom Hanlon and John
Paterson State after being snowed Garry an d a single by Murawski
out on March 31 against New \ driving in Hanlon made the score
York Tech and Montclair State. · 5-0.
The Squires held the lead
Murawski pitched a
iliroughout the game but were tremendous game b reezing
caught on a 5 run ninth inning by through the first eight innings
Paterson tying the game at 5-5. allowing only four hits and getting
Darkness then ended the game eleven strikeouts but tired in
after the tenth i nn ing ninth as Phil Bruns singled ,
necessitating a rematch between followed by three walks and
the two teams on April 24.
The scoring began in the
second inning when Squire first
baseman Ron Goldfaden lined the
first pitch for a triple and scored
on a sacrifice fly to center by
Charlie Robbins. There was no
more scoring until the fifth inning
when a walk, an error and singles
by pit cher Tom Murawski and Jim
Augis made it 3-0. Lou Ferranter

On The Ball
By Rick Watson
It has finally happened. Work began this week
on the baseball field to try and make a college field
out of a sandlot playground. Trucks arrived on
Thursday with infield dirt and rollers to pack it
down , and finally after the field is leveled out
sometime this week , the grass will be painted green.
Quite an improvement , it's about time.
The Lacrosse team played its first game on
Wednesday in a scrimmage against Stevens Tech
Freshman. Newly elected team captains, Bob
Liddle , Ron Stone and Gary Pieretti were
outstanding as Liddle and Stone scored while
Pieretti protected the goal . The game was marred,
however, by two injuries caused by the field
condition as Pieretti and a Stevens player tripped in
ruts on the field.
There wiJI be a meeting on Tuesday April 14th,
in Gym C for all men interested in playing football
next year.
During the college free hours from now till the
end of the semester members of the soccer team will
be working out. Anyone interested in playing soccer
should meet on the field during that time.
The New Jersey Lacrosse Club, coached by Mr.
Waterman will play Woodlawn Lacrosse Club from
Baltimore this Sunday, April 12 at 2 :00 on the
Newark State Athletic field .
On Thursday the Squires travel to Glassboro to
play nationally fifth ranked Glassboro State. Next
Monday they play Newark Rutgers at home at 3 :00.

singles by Bert Butts and Vince
Sausa to tie the score at 5-5 .
In the tenth inning both teams
put two men on base but were
unable to score as excellent relief
pitching by Stan Pietryzk quelled
a Pioneer outbreak. The game
then had to be called because of
darkness. The game was very
encouraging for Newark State as
their bench proved to be very
effective along with a much
improved hitting attack.

Newark State
Clement s cf
Augis 2b
Kostiuk 2b
Gero ni 3b
Doto 3b
Ferrante rf
Goldfaden lb
DiNapoli lb
Robbins lf
Leblein lf
Hanlon ss
Garry c
Murawski p
Pietryzy p

AB
5

4
I
5
0
5
4
l
3
1
3
3
4

RH
01
02
00
00
00
11
11
01
01
00
20
10
02
00

The condition of NSC baseball field necessitated practice to be
held in the gym . Now at least the Squires can bat on the green,
green grass of home. (See "On the Ball).

All Greek Basketball

Arabian Knights Grab
First Place in Intra

By Lois Abate
March 25 brought a forfeiture
Newark State College ' s by the Dougalite All-Stars for the
1
intramural basketball program·will Vectors. Simultaneously , the
49
40
have played its final games this Spranitz scored their first win of
week April 7, the semi-final round the season over the Hogans
Paterson State
April 8, and the final round wiJI (55-42). McGlaughlin jacked up
AB RH
be played today April 9, at 1:50 the Spranitz score with 24 points.
Gregory cf
5
00
Davis aided the Hogans' score
pm.
3
01
Sausa 3b
Currently holding the first with 16 points.
Wilson lf
3
00
Beside the forefeited games by
place standing are the Arabian
Bruno 2b
5
11
Knights - who recently captured the Spranitz to the 44 Express
Baldino rf
3
00
this pos ition from the No. 2, and the Hogans to the
01
Briggs ph
0
Dwarfs ; the Jeff 440 overcame the
4
Thunderbirdss.
DeWork lb
11
March 24 saw two wins out of Thunderbirds by a 57-53 score .
4
VanSaders c
12
three games scheduled. The Vitale and Leblein each scored 16
4
00
Spadoro ss
Thunderbirds topped the Arabian points for the victorious Jeff 440.
3
00
Buttsp
Knights with a close score of Cebo also scored 16 points for the
Falon rf
11
2
4645. Holderline and Cosby each Thunderbirds.
Caswell p
1
00
Intramural Basketball Standings
scored 17 points for their teams,
37
57
W L
respectively.
Newark St. 010 022 000 5
The 44 Express No. 2 smashed
Arabian Knights
6
l
Paterson St. 000 000 005 5
the Vectors 70-53. Tremendous
5
2
Thunderbirds
ball playing by Rodd-29 points ,
4
2
44 Express No. 2
4
2
and Zaranka-19 points bounced
Jeff 440
3
2
Dwarfs
the "Express" score to victory.
5
4
Vectors
Giannotti scored a high of 15
I
5
Spranitz
points for the Vectors. The Dwarf
l
5
Dougaliti All-Stars
vs. the Jeff 440 game was
By Lois Abate
0
6
Hogans
FOR MEN ONLY! All lllSC cancelled.
men are invited to enter the first
Newark State Intramural
Wrestling Tournament April 21,
22, and 23.
The three day tournament will
commence on tt single elimination
basis ~ach night at 7 :00 pm. All
matches will take place in Gyms B
&C.
The athletic department will
provide professional officials as
referees officiating each of the
matches during the tournament.
All applications can be obtained
in Gym Office D-1. The deadline
for applications is April 17. For
any furt er questions concerning
the tournament, consult Mr.
Walter Andzel.
The tournament is open to the
public free of charge. All
Squires on the lacrosse team practicing.
interested SIGN UP NOW!!

First
Al Ramsey
Jim Catalano
Tom Murawski
BiJI Hoerman
Ron Goldfaden

Team
Pi
Tau
Chi
Phi
Tau

Second Team
Dan Guares
Chi
Steve Basarab
Pi
Bruce Myers
Pi
Pete Holderlin
Chi
John Askovitz
Pi

Honorable Mention

Bill Cook, John Zaranka Tau; Al
Bosch Chi; Rich Merrell, Tom
Hanlon Pi; Ken Cominsky, Phi
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things in this wobbly world.
• Of course Southampton, with Its delightful summer
climate, offers countless opportunities for
.
lighter types of involvement, too ••• like
beaches ••. boating •• • golf ••• theatres • • •
art colonies ••• and other activities which make
Southampton a synonym for what summer
should be all about.
• This summer ••• be where it Is.
Southampton College.

Wrestling
Tournament
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TWO FIVE-WEEll lEISIONI
June 22 • July 24
July 27 - August 28
ACCREDITED UNDERGRADUATE
COURSES IN HUMANITIES• SCIENCE
• SOCIAL SCIENCE • MARINE SCI•
ENCE• EDUCATION plua llmlted grad•
uate offerings. Couraes are open to

vlaltlng students who are In 9cod
ai.ndJng at their own college.
,.

·TWO FOUI-WIEI WDllllHDPS
IN SCULPTURE, CERAMICS,
PAINTING AND FILMS

Concerts and lectures wa1
be given by resld!!nt mL •.,j,.'
cians and visiting expert~.
Dormitory accommodation,are available for students in
academic courses an1 wcrr shops.

-------------------.
Director of the Summer Proaram,

.

SOUTHAMPTON

COLLE.G E

LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
:..

Southampton, N.Y.11958 • (516) AT 3-4000

I · Please send me Summer Program bulletin.
I I am Interested in D 1st session D 2nd session

I

l ·a ttend:_.,,...,..-------.:;::=-----iT.i;;;-N1me1_ _couea•
_ _ _ _ _ _ Year
_ _ _ _ _ _Major
__

I

Address
Ctty,_ _ _ _ _ _--:-_State,_ _ _ _ _Zip _ __
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